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Incontinence mat connected to mBox 

The Enuresis mat connected to mBox alert when moisture is detected. 
It should be placed flat on top of the mattress with the green and white side facing 
upwards, above any waterproof sheet, and positioned around the hip area. 
If the sensor is too sensitive, place another sheet on top of the mat. 
Ensure the cable is tucked safely under sheets or below the mattress to avoid it 
becoming a trip risk. 
 

Pairing the Enuresis sensor / mBox to an in-home personal alarm 

1. Connect the enuresis sensor to the mBox. 

2. Turn the function selector on the mBox to position A. 

3. Press the green button on the In-home personal alarm for about 4 seconds 
until a beep can be heard. (For Eliza, press the radio paring button found in the 
back panel) 

4. Apply a damp cloth to the green and white side on the Incontinence mat for a 
few seconds, a melody can be heard from the In-home personal alarm. 

5. Confirm the activation by pressing the red button on the In-home personal 
alarm. A confirmation melody is heard from the In-home personal alarm 

6. Program the alarm type for the mBox in i-care online. 

For more information on pairing the In-home personal alarm with the mBox, refer 
to the manual of the In-home personal alarm. 
 

How to test the alarm after pairing 

To test the function, apply a damp cloth to the green and white side on the 
Incontinence mat for a few seconds, check that the alarm is received at the Alarm 
Receiving Centre 
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Maintenance 

• Periodically test the sensor to ensure it is functioning properly. 

• The mat should be cleaned regularly. 

• To clean, use disinfectant wipes or apply some antibacterial solution to a damp 
cloth, take care to avoid damaging the area where the cable enters the mat. 
Allow to dry naturally or wipe with a clean, dry towel. 

• Do not immerse the mat in any solution. 

• When the mat is in storage, keep flat or loosely roll the mat. Do not bend the 
mat. 

Order information 
• An mBox 9200, art.no. 300 154, is required to communicate wireless to the Careium 

Social alarms. The Enuresis sensor mat is equipped with a RJ45 connector that fits 
directly to the mBox. 

• A Sense metal holder, art.no. 300 014, is design to easily mount the mBox on for 
example the bed frame without the need of tools or screws. 

 


